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FLORIDA ISTORICAL SOCIETY

With this issue the Florida Historical Society resumes
the quarterly magazine.
It is the hope of the officers of the Society, with
the assistance of the members, to make this publication
one of real interest and value to the members and to the
citizens of Florida generally.
It is the earnest hope of the officers of the Society
that the members will give their support and assistance
by contributing articles of historical interest to the
quarterly publication.
The annual dues of the Society are two dollars, and
it is our desire to increase the membership to a number
which will enable us to increase the size of the magazine
and permit research work into the history of the State.
In this issue will be found the minutes of the organization of the Society in 1856 and a list of the original
members. For this valuable contribution we are indebted
to Mr. J. C. Yonge, of Pensacola. In this list are the
names of most of the men prominent in Florida affairs
at that time. The descendants of many of them are still
living and it is our hope that they will assist us in carrying on the work so fervently begun by their ancestors.
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MINUTES OF ORGANIZATION IN 1856
AND LIST OF MEMBERS
By J. C. YONGE
Here is a tale of hopes unrealized. Here is evidence
that our fathers laid the foundation of a worth while
structure which we have neglected or forgotten.
Before the Civil War most of Florida was a wilderness. Here were but half a dozen small towns and a few
scattered farming districts. Except for certain short
boom periods--the sudden rise and collapse of the ports,
and the flush times in Middle Florida, when credit, based
largely on land, was the source of a flood of money flowing freely about Tallahassee until the bubble burst--except
for these few years Florida was, in the main, a land of
poverty-the poverty of a new country with no ready
source of wealth to bring a quick prosperity.
Yet many of the pioneers,. though they had work
enough to do in making their start, looked beyond their
own affairs and gave a thought to the future of the
State they, were building for their children. Among
other evidence of this forethought, during the period of
comparative quiet following the years of Indian disturbances, is the organizing of the Historical Society of
Florida.

Little is now known of this body; but it was no paper
society - the fruit of a passing enthusiasm. Its foundation was carefully and solidly laid. A copy of its first
publication has come down to us: a thin, 16mo. pamphlet
issued soon after the organization-which took place in
St. Augustine, in 1856 - and containing its constitution
and by-laws, together with a list of its officers and members. We have also a pamphlet of thirty-two pages, 8vo,
issued in the latter part of the following year-the publication of an address before the Society by one of its
members who was later to write the first real history of
Florida-George R. Fairbanks.
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Here we learn something of the broad purpose and
high hopes of the founders. He says :
‘“To explore this field [Florida history], to seek and
gather up the ancient chronicles in which its annals are
contained, to retain the traditionary lore which may yet
throw light upon the past, to trace its monuments and remains, to elucidate what has been written, to disprove the
false and support the true, to do justice to the men who
have figured in the olden time, to keep and preserve all
that is known in trust for those who come after us, to increase and extend the knowledge of our own history
among those who now claim the title of its citizens, and
to teach our children that first essential knowledge, the
history of our own State, are objects well worthy of our
best efforts. To accomplish these ends we have organized
the Historical Society of Florida. We desire to number
among its members all who feel an interest in the history
of their native or adopted State. We seek their goodwill, their aid, and their encouragement.
“We desire to build up and perpetuate a library,
which shall be open for reference to the scholar, the
teacher, and the student; where shall be collected all the
published or manuscript works relating to the State,
which can be procured. We desire, by means of lectures,
to impart and extend such information as may be useful; and we look, hereafter, to having the ability to
throw open to all, through the press, such rare and
curious works as could not otherwise be reached.
“Standing, then, within these time-honored walls (the
Palace of the Spanish Governors), in this most ancient
city of our land, within the shadow of that gray and
moss-covered castle, where everything recalls the past,
whose very existence is a landmark of history, we cannot
help feeling an earnest desire to look into that past, to
draw out its secrets, and to bring back to our own minds
and memories the scenes and actions of the olden time ;
and when our day shall in turn be numbered with the past,
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and others shall have succeeded us, as we now fill the
places of the generations who on this spot have lived and
died, it may well be that a tribute of respect and reverence
may be then bestowed upon us, as the founders and benefactors of this Society, which then, we fondly hope,
may number its thousands of members, its noble hall,
its splendid library, and its valuable publications; and our
small beginnings may spread into a future of which we
can now form no conception.”
Those last words of Major Fairbanks’s are prophetical ; for how could he conceive of the present state of
the Society in this day of the State’s growth and prosperity-the hall, the library, the publications, the numerous members-all are still to be realized some time in the
future.
But his hopes for his own State have long ago come
to be accomplishments in nearly all the others, for most
of them have now all that he pictured for Florida.
Judging by the admirable beginning which the
founders made, we can readily believe that nothing but
the clouds of the coming war could have halted the work
which they undertook and which was then of necessity
suspended.
Showing the general interest then taken in the
Society is the long list of members-one hundred and
thirty-four, a very great number for that time-which
includes nearly all of the prominent men of the period;
and to any one acquainted with the affairs of that day,
it is evident- that the leaders in every section of the State
were founders of the organization.
The names of the officers and resident members, as
listed in the publications of the Society, follow :
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OFFICERS
President

Major B. A. Putnam
Vice-Presidents

Rev. J. H. Myers
Geo. R. Fairbanks, Esq.
Hon. McQueen McIntosh
Hon. D. L. Yulee
Hon. Wm. A. Forward
Executive Committee

Rev. A. A. Miller
Rev. E. Aubril
O. M. Dorman, Esq.

Corresponding Secretary and Treasurer
Geo. Burt, Esq.
Recording Secretary and Librarian
K. B. Gibbs, Esq.
RESIDENT MEMBERS
Auld, Rev. D. J.
Alvarez, Antonio
Anderson, J. Geo.
Ambler, D. C.
Avery, O. M.
Archer, Jas. T.
Aubriel, Rev. E. S.
Baldwin, A. S.
Bours, Rev. W. W.
Brown, Geo. L.
Beard, John
Baker, James M.
Baltzell, Thomas
Broome, Jas. E.
Burt, Geo.
Burt, James
Bailey, James B.
Benet, Peter
Blackburn, E. E.
Burritt, S. L.
Cabell, E. C.
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Call, Richard K.
Call, Wilkinson
Call, Geo. W.
Center, George
Carmichael, Rev. W. M., D. D.
Campbell, Richard
Chase, Wm. H.
Carr, B. E.
Cobb, Nathan
Cole, A. H.
Dick, John
DuPont, C. H.
Dorman, O. M.
Dell, J. G.
Dell, Philip
Dumas, P. B.
Dorman, Rodney
Dawkins, J. B.
Drew, Columbus
Dunham, D. R.
Dancey, E. L.
Dummett, Douglass
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Douglass, Samuel J.
Dupont, Abram
Davis, W. M. G.
English, Chas. G.
Forward, W. A.
Fairbanks, Samuel
Fleming, L. J.
Fraser, Philip
Fairbanks, Geo. R.
Floyd, R. F.
Findley, J. T.
Finegan, Joseph
Gibbs, Geo. C.
Garey, S. M. Y.
Gillis, Calvin
Gibbs, K. B.
Gerardeau, W. O.
Gould, J. M.
Hawes, Geo. E.
Hay, Walter
Humphreys, Gad
Holmes, T. O.
Hilton, R. B.
Haile, Thos. E.
Haile, Edward
Hawkins, Geo. S.
Hayward, W. R.
Ingram, Tillman
Ives, E. R
June, Dr.
Kirkland, I. L.
Lancaster, J. B.
Livingston, Felix
Long, Nicholas
Long, Medicus
Lowther, T. D.
McCarthy, F.
Maxwell, A. E.
Mallory, S. R.
McIntosh, McQueen
Moseley, W. D.
Mauran, P. B.
Marvin, William
Morton, Jackson
Madeore, Rev. B.
Miller, A. J.
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Matchlock, John S.
Mitchell, Augustus
Mitchell, C. O. M.
McClellan, I. F.
Mays, D. H.
McGehee, J. C.
McCants, J.
Myers, Rev. J. H.
Miller, Rev. A. A.
Meeker, C. C.
Papy, M. D.
Pelot, Jno. C.
Putnam, B. A.
Peck, John E.
Perry, M. S.
Pope, Barton
Pearson, B. M.
Payne, G. B.
Quarterman, Rev. J. M.
Rutledge, Rt. Rev. Bishop
Rogers, S. St. George
Reed, A. M.

Randall, Thomas
Randolph, J. H.
Simmons, W. H.
Simpkins, E. C.
Smith, Buckingham
Solana, Matteo
Spaulding, D. A.
Stewart, R. A.
Sanderson, J. P.
Smith, J. Caraway
Steele, Augustus
Stringfellow, W. H.
Smith, M. Whit
Tanner, J. S.
Walker, D. S.
Weems, F. M.
Williams, J. L.
Wright, B. D.
Ward, Geo. T.
Whitehurst, D. W.
Westcott, John
Yulee, D. L
Yonge, C. C.
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THE FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY

In 1902 the Society was reorganized, and George R.
Fairbanks, who was a leading spirit in its founding nearly
fifty years before, became its president. Three years later
the body was incorporated by Major Fairbanks, Francis
P. Fleming, George W. Wilson, Charles M. Cooper,
James P. Taliaferro, V. W. Shields, William A. Blount,
and George P. Raney. Under the hand of its next
president, Governor Fleming, the Society increased its
membership, began the collection of historical material,
and established and regularly issued its magazine, “The
Florida Historical Society Quarterly.” But soon after
the death of Governor Fleming, in 1908, the Quarterly
suspended publication. And since that time the body,
without the support and binding power of its magazine,
has been more or less inactive. It is hoped that with the
resumption of this publication, the Society will again
take the place it once held, and that progress towards a
realization of the dream of its founders in 1856 will be
continuous.
(That their expectations may be in some degree
realized, all who feel an interest in Florida and her history
are earnestly requested to become members of the
Society).
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OBSERVATIONS ON ORIGINAL MEMBERS
In making the following observations as to the various distinguished members of “The Florida Historical
Society,” organized A. D. 1856, the author has mentioned
those prominent men of Florida members of the Society
whom he has been able to obtain information about by
talking to old citizens, an examination of the various
published histories of Florida, an examination of the
Florida Supreme Court Reports and Acts of the Legislature of Florida. In the next issue of the Quarterly
Magazine, we will be glad to publish accounts of members of the Society of 1856 not especially mentioned in
this article.
Taking the names as they appear on the roll of officers
and members above, the first name mentioned is Major
B. A. Putnam, President of the Society, who came to
Florida as a United States Army officer in the Indian
War of 1818-19, under command of General Andrew
Jackson. Major Putnam was afterwards SurveyorGeneral and Judge of the Supreme Court.
Major George R. Fairbanks wrote two histories of
Florida, and was a Major in the Confederate Army and
one of the Trustees of the University of the South at
Sewanee, Tenn.
Hon. McQueen McIntosh was United States District Judge of Florida and father of McQueen McIntosh,
a graduate of West Point and a Brigadier-General in the
Confederate Army, who was killed at the Battle of Pea
Ridge, Arkansas.
Hon. D. L. Yulee represented the Territory of
Florida as a Delegate in Congress, was afterwards United
States Senator from Florida, and was the first President
and builder of the Florida Central & Peninsular Railroad Co., which ran from Fernandina, Florida, on the
Atlantic, to Cedar Keys, Florida, on the Gulf of Mexico.
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Hon. William A. Forward was a Judge of the Circuit Court of Florida and afterwards a Justice of the
Supreme Court of Florida.
K. P. Gibbs, Esquire, was a planter at Ft. George
Island, and inherited the plantation of his uncle Zepheniah
Kingsley. He was quite a character in the early days of
Florida, and Mr. Gibbs was also Clerk of the Circuit
Court at St. Augustine for many years.
D. C. Ambler was the father of D. G. Ambler, of
Jacksonville, who was a banker and prominent citizen of
this State.
James T. Archer was the first Secretary of State of
Florida, and afterwards Attorney-General of Florida.
Dr. A. S. Baldwin was an early resident of Jacksonville, a physician of high standing and a scientist of no
mean ability, and father of deep water from the ocean
to Jacksonville.
Rev. W. W. Bours was an Episcopal clergyman in the
early days of Jacksonville, and was the uncle of the
present W. A. Bours.
Hon. John Beard was a prominent citizen of Tallahassee, and afterwards Registrar of Public Lands of the
State.
Hon. James M. Baker was Judge of the Supreme
Court, Confederate State Senator and Judge of the Circuit Court here in Duval County, Florida.
Hon. Thomas Baltzell was Chief Justice of the Florida
Supreme Court in the early 50s.
Hon. James E. Broome was Governor of Florida and
won the election as a Democrat against the Whig candidate, who at the time, was the late Colonel George T.
Ward.
Hon. S. L. Burritt was a leading lawyer of Jacksonville and Florida, and was drowned on the ill-fated
steamer “Mount,” which was wrecked off the North
Carolina coast in the early fifties.
E. C. Cabell was the first Congressman of the State
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of Florida, and member of the First Constitutional Convention.
Governor Richard K. Call was the second Territorial
Governor of Florida, and as General Call commanded
the troops in Florida during the first two years of the
Seminole Indian War from 1835-42.
Wilkinson Call was a nephew of Governor Call, and
was United States Senator from Florida through three
terms after the War between the States.
Major George W. Call was one of the leading lawyers
of Florida, Major of the 2nd Florida Infantry, C. S. A.,
and was killed at the Battle of Seven Pines, Va. He was
the father of Judge R. M. Call, of the United States
District Court.
Gen. William H. Chase was a Major of Engineers,
U. S. A., at the time he retired from such service; was
afterwards Major-General of the Confederate States
Army and President of the Georgia, Florida & Alabama
Railroad, leading from Pensacola, Fla., to a point in
Alabama.
Hon. C. H. Dupont was Justice and Chief Justice of
the Supreme Court of Florida.
J. G. Dell and Philip Dell were pioneer citizens of
Alachua County, and men of prominence in the early days
of Florida.
Hon. J. B. Dawkins was Judge of the Circuit Court
of Florida.
Columbus Drew was an editor of one of the first
papers in Jacksonville, Florida, was a leading citizen and
author and poet, and was Comptroller of the State of
Florida in the administration of Governor Geo. F. Drew.
E. L. Dancy was an officer of the corps of Engineers,
United States Army, and retired when quite a young
man. He superintended the building of the sea-wall at
St. Augustine, and was afterwards an officer in the Confederate States Army.
Douglass Dummett owned one of the largest groves
on the Indian River, which was famous for its fine
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quality of oranges, just before and after the War between
the States.
Hon. Samuel J. Douglass was a Justice of the Supreme Court of Florida.
Brig.-Gen. W. M. G. Davis was a prominent lawyer
in Florida before 1861; was first Colonel of the First
Florida Cavalry, C. S. A., and afterwards promoted to
Brigadier-General in the same Army.
Samuel Fairbanks was brother of Major George R.
Fairbanks, a prominent citizen of Jacksonville.
L. I. Fleming was a leading lawyer of Jacksonville
and of Florida.
Gen. J. J. Findley was a Captain in the Seminole War,
became Brigadier-General, C. S. A., member of United
States Congress, United States Senator and Circuit Judge
of Florida for many years.
Joseph Finegan was a member of the United States
Congress before the War between the States, and Brigadier-General, C. S. A.
George C. Gibbs was Mayor of Jacksonville before
1861, Captain of Infantry in the Mexican War, and a
Captain in the regular Army, C. S. A., and in command
at St. Augustine, Fla.; afterwards recruited a volunteer
regiment in North Carolina, of which he was Colonel,
fought at Seven Pines and was Commandant at Libbey
Prison and for a time at Andersonville Prison.
Col. Gad Humphreys was United States Indian
Agent in Florida before and during the Seminole Indian
War, from 1835-42.
Hon. R. B. Hilton was Judge of the Circuit Court
and a member of the Confederate States Congress.
Thomas E. Haile and Edward Haile were prominent
early residents of Alachua County, Florida.
George S. Hawkins was a member of the United
States Congress and a Justice of the Florida Supreme
Court.
J. B. Lancaster was Judge of the Circuit Court of
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Florida and sat a number of times on the Supreme Court
of Florida.
Felix Livingston was a, prominent lawyer of Fernandina, Florida.
A. E. Maxwell was United States Congressman,
Attorney-General of Florida, Confederate States Senator,
Judge of the Circuit Court, Justice and Chief Justice of
the Supreme Court of Florida, and the father of Judge
Evelyn C. Maxwell a former Justice of the Supreme
Court of Florida.
S. R. Mallory was United States Senator from
Florida at the time of her secession, and was Secretary
of the Confederate States Navy.
W. D. Moseley was the first Governor of the State of
Florida.
William Marvin was Judge of the United States
District Court of Florida, and was Provisional Governor
of Florida during its military occupation after the War
between the States.
Jackson Morton was a prominent member of the
Florida Bar, a member of the first Constitutional Convention, and also a member of the Secession Convention.
J. F. McClellan was a prominent lawyer, made the
second Digest of the laws of Florida, and was Judge of
the Circuit Court.
D, H. Mays was a prominent planter in Jefferson
County, and the father of former Congressman, D. H.
Mays.
J. C. McGehee was President of the Secession Convention and a member of the first Constitutional Convention of Florida.
M. D. Papy was Attorney-General of the State.
M. S. Perry was Governor of the State of Florida.
B. M. Pearson was State’s Attorney in South Carolina before coming to Florida, and was afterwards a
Justice of the Supreme Court of Florida.
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Rt. Rev. Bishop Rutledge was first Bishop of the
Episcopal Diocese of Florida.
S. St. George Rogers was Lieutenant-Colonel in
the Florida Indian War from 1855-56, and was afterwards Lieutenant-Colonel of the 2nd Florida Infantry,
Army of Northern Virginia.
A. M. Reed was a banker and leading citizen in the
early days of Jacksonville.
Thomas Randall was Judge of the Circuit Court of
Florida.
J. H. Randolph was a prominent citizen of Tallahassee, Sheriff of Leon County and of the Supreme Court
of Florida.
Buckingham Smith was a large property owner and
prominent citizen in the early history of Florida, and
wrote various articles on Florida history.
J. P. Sanderson was an early resident of Jacksonville
and one of the leading lawyers of this State.
J. Caraway Smith was Colonel of the 2nd Florida
Cavalry, C. S. A., and participated in the Battle of
Olustee.
D. S. Walker was Commissioner of Lands of Florida,
the first Superintendent of Public Instruction, Judge of
the Circuit Court, Judge of the Supreme Court and Governor of Florida.
J. L. Williams was the J. Lee Williams who was selected one of the two parties appointed to select a site
for the Capitol at Tallahassee ; was a civil engineer and
author of one of the early histories of Florida.
George T. Ward was a Whig candidate for Governor
who was defeated by Governor James E. Broome, a
Democrat; was a member of the Secession Convention
and afterwards Colonel of the 2nd Florida Infantry,
C. S. A., and was killed at the Battle of Williamsburg, Va.
John Westcott was a prominent citizen of St. Augustine, Florida, in the early days, and was in the United
States Land Office there for many years. He was a
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cousin of United States Senator Westcott, of Tallahassee.
C. C. Yonge was a member of the First Constitutional
Convention of Florida, held at St. Joseph, and was the
father of the Hon. P. K. Yonge.
C. SETON FLEMING,
1st Vice-President,
The Florida Historical Society.
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HOME LIFE OF THE FLORIDA INDIANS
By BENJAMIN HARRISON

Every family of mankind refers fondly to a Golden
Age, when peace and innocence reigned on earth. The
lost paradise is no monopoly of the Christian, of the
Greek or even of the Old World, since the Inca and the
Aztec were equally confident in the truth of his traditions
describing it. When Columbus compared the happy conditions he observed in the islands to which he came, with
those of Europe, he declared the inhabitants were close to
the angels in disposition as well as in geography, and he
confidently looked for his Blessed Mountain in all his
wanderings. When the French came into the mouth of
the St. Johns, and were hospitably entertained, Ribault
says : “We entered and explored their country hereabouts,
which is the fairest fruitfulest and pleasantest of all the
world, abounding in honey, venison, wild game, forests,
woods of all sorts and vines with grapes. And the sight
of the fair meadows is a pleasure inexpressible.” Moreover, the inhabitants seemed hospitable and kind beyond
all experience, while in dignity and fair speech they were
“both courtier-like and wise.”
Yet the first act of these visitors was to build a fort
for fear of these people, and they learned by experience
that men might starve in a land so overflowing with food
that the inhabitants freely gave of their abundance!
Those who seemed “‘like unto angels” came to be denounced as savages, and to be suspected of witchcraftas idolaters and necromancers, they were to be exterminated unless they could be used as slaves! So we are Drone
to pass from one extreme to another; if the Floridians
of that day were disposed to be hospitable and kind, they
were yet men who took offense when robbed and knew
how to repel injury by hostility.
Study and observation have taught us to reject the
theories which marked off the eras in human history as
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Ages of Gold and Silver and Bronze, until coming to our
own time, which we called that of Iron, because general
happiness seemed to have fled with Astrea to the stars!
Instead of these divisions we know that in every age are
people of every condition; today we can study the manners of the people of the Ages of Stone, because we can
now mingle with tribes in like circumstances; even in the
New World, there were, or had been but lately, palaces
of stone, though yet savages of the most brutal characteristics roamed the interior, while some gentler than their
visitors could be found on the Southern coasts.
The great mistake made by the Europeans was the
assumption that these savages were rising from barbarism, as their ancestors in England and Germany and
France and Spain had lately risen, as they would have
said, “By the grace of God.” But the truth was, as now
held, that a process of declension was going on; such condition as followed the downfall of the Roman Empire
in Europe from which these observers were struggling to
rise. The difference was that the American had been isolated, while in Europe successive waves of migration had
brought advancement and compelled progress.
Science agrees with inspiration that human life began in Central Asia and flowed outward to Europe. The
first man of whom science finds the trace is the Pithecanthropus Erectus-barely human in shape and little more
than animal in mind. But the first European is an improvement on the original, and is known as the Piltsdown
or Neanderthal ; certainly he possessed the land for centuries from the Thames to the Danube. With him roamed
animals of like shape to those we know-not the monstrous forms we are digging from the rocks of our land.
Against these he fought for life with flint-headed spears
and clubs ; the flints being first the forms he chose from
accidental breakage, but finally rudely shaped by hand.
Lands rose and sunk ; climates varied and animals
wandered north or south to escape the cold or to follow
the invitation of renewed pasturage ; man lived as best
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he might. Next, coming from the east, appeared a superior race before whose strength and cunning and superior weapons the Neanderthal vanished ; the CroMagnon gave graceful forms and a fine surface to his
stone implements ; he began to fish, and so lived with less
labor, and he drew forms and painted colors on the walls
of the caves in which he dwelt, for the proof of his
presence; he held Europe for 25,000 years. Then came
the ancestor of the races known to us-the Etruscans of
Italy and the Latins who conquered them, while the
forests of France and Germany were still held by barbarians not so docile or kind as the Indians discovered in
America.
Thus in Europe there was always movement; in
America the immigration was confined to short distances.
Before Britain was separated from the continent except
by a river, and while Africa was joined to Europe by
more than one natural bridge, variations of climate and
arrangements of land and water may have opened the
way in those remote times to a wave of immigration to
America, but the date was at least too distant to admit
of proof. The Nahua journeyed from Central America;
and the Aztec set up a kingdom in Mexico ; the Inca
conquered to the north and south of Cuzco, but there
was no exchanges of population from continent to continent. Cities were built in South America and Central
America with which England and Germany and France
of the same period had nothing to compare, but the builders were content to stay at home and had no dreams of
assimilating and educating any beyond their immediate
neighborhood.
Yet our own territory had but lately been the seat of
a wide empire, and its disintegration did not long precede the arrival of the Spaniards at Tampa, and the
Frenchmen at the mouth of the St. Johns. Of this empire the kindred families of the Muscogees were members, although the headship seems to have been vested in
the Natchez on the Mississippi River. Of their wide
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domains the mounds are still the monuments and the
witnesses ; the people of Florida and Georgia still used
mounds and built them when DeSoto passed through
their country. Practically, this race possessed the Southern States when the white man came; the Algonquins
of New England and Virginia were being driven by the
fiercer Iroquois, while the Cherokee mountaineers were
stoutly holding their own.
Until evidence was found of the decadence of the
Muscogees, Maskokis or Creeks, from a more complicated
social and political condition, the facts observed by
travelers and traders who lived among them were
too marvelous to be credited. How could a people only
beginning to rise above the rudest of savage conditions
have adopted such relations with each other? We are
the heirs of a gradual process of development reaching
beyond the Christian era, yet these earliest inhabitants
of our country enjoyed some advantages to which we are
only beginning to aspire. In much their social and political organizations resembled ours, but the grades of
rank were more carefully marked, the line of descent was
regarded with greater pride on the one part and deference
on the other; the laws of marriage and the family, for
instance, were at once more absolute and more free. Let
us examine into some of these facts.
Usually we have the savage - scarcely to be distinguished from the brute, then the hunter, then the
shepherd and next the agriculturist. When we know
the Southern Indian maize was the staple food, and this
grain had been developed from an inferior plant found
only in Guatemala; would mere savages have watched this
plant into usefulness and have preserved the seed for generations uncounted? Nomads do not accomplish such results; the Indian who plants remains to reap, and he who
has fields to till holds to his native land. No expressions
of patriotism can be found in Creek literature that the orators of the Creeks have left us in our comparatively short
acquaintance with them before their extermination or
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degradation. While the Indian is responsible for the existence of maize as we know it, we must see that the
maize is largely responsible also for the Indian at his best.

CHIEFS OF FLORIDA INDIANS IN COUNCIL OF WAR
From LeMoyne, 1765

INDIAN MARRIAGE PROCESSIONS
When a Creek warrior wished to marry, he sent his
mother or his sister to consult the relations of the girl
he had chosen. If his proposals were favorably received,
he sent presents to her female relations; when those were
not returned the two were considered betrothed. Then
he built a house and planted a crop; when the harvest
was ready he brought meat from the hunt, and she came
as his wife to take possession. Either party could demand a divorce, but the woman could not marry again
till after the next green corn dance, which was never
more than a year since it was an annual festival. The
children were entirely under the guidance of the wife ; in
case of divorce, she took them to her famiIy, and they
always belonged to her gens. All the household goods
were the property of the wife; she could send the husband
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out of the house at will. All the men and women of the
town joined in clearing the field for planting; the chief
divided this common field into lots for each family.
After the harvest each family contributed of its crop to
the share of the family of the chief, and this was guarded
to entertain visitors and strangers, for the support of the
fighting bands, and as a reserve against a period of
scarcity. Of this the chief could give a share to the
needs of the European settlers, but when this was exhausted, he refused to give more; the supplies from private stocks were soon exhausted, then force was used by
Europeans to extort more.
Each town was a separate community, and each sent
a delegation to the national council. Each town had pub-lic buildings set about a square so as to form a tetragon;
the government was administered by a Micco and his Old
Men, or cabinet; but they were bound to observe customs
and precedents which were accepted as laws. Over the
national government council presided one chief in time of
peace ; on a declaration of war he was automatically displaced for some war chief; might not this arrangement
prove a valuable hint to us, in view of our experience
with presidents who are warriors, but not statesmen, and
politicians who are not warriors; only Washington of all
our presidents has been first in war and first in peace.
All differences between the towns, which were in much
like our States, were submitted to a body composed of
the Peace Chief and the Ancients, which might have
suggested our Supreme Court to Jefferson, had he known
of the Indian institution, of which there is no proof; but
the Muscogees preceded him in the only, feature of our
government that was original; since it is not the same as
the old Greek Areopagus. But our constitution-makers
are justly lauded throughout civilization, though they
had knowledge of experiments of peoples of whom the
Muscogees had never heard ; many of them were scholars
as well as statesmen, and all of them had the inheritance
of centuries of regular government under the English law;
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what shall be said of the men who set up the Muscogee
system?
In practice, the matrons of the Creek nation had the
deciding voice in questions of peace and war; practically
they could interpose a veto when a decision for war had
been rendered. Have we gone so far as this? Do the
suffragettes even demand so much?
We have heaps of volumes of law enacted for the
preservation of fish and game; these needed no protection
from the Indians, although the woods and waters furnished the tables of the inhabitants of the country.
There were no beggars among the Muscogees, because each man or woman had tasks which must be done,
and for these food and clothing were paid unfailingly;
while one family had a surplus there could be no hunger.
There were no prisons ; for all offenses except murder
punishment was prescribed, but if the offender chose to
absent himself till after the occurrence of the annual
festival, no mention of the offense was permitted. If a
murderer took himself out of the country his absence was
accepted as sufficient; if he returned he met the executioner. Thus the public was relieved of the most burdensome taxes of our systems ; the Creeks had no policemen,
no prisoners or prison-keepers; a judge was honored
when the parties to a difference accepted him as arbiter
and made no charge, but he was not compelled to serve
nor the disputants expected to pay for his services.
If scandal arose because of the talk of a woman, the
matrons investigated the case and punished the guilty
party in case the charges were not proved. If a man
made the charge the warriors investigated and punished.
Before he had been degraded by contact with the
white man, the Indian was provident in proportion to
his needs; it was more honorable to give freely than to
amass property, as it is among the Arabs of the desert.
He did not consider himself bound in honor to give his
enemy a fair show; he proposed to kill when he went to
war, and did not desire to be killed. In contrast to the
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habits of the Iroquois, the Muscogees were kind in peace
and placable in war; a tribe that felt itself too weak to
fight would be admitted into the Confederacy on equal
terms, and it was by such accessions that the Muscogees
increased in number, while their kindred, the Chickasaws
and Choctaws, declined. Bar-tram, Duval, Pickett, Milfort,
and all the other observers report that the Muscogees.
were tall and straight, athletic and handsome. Certainly
they were devoted parents, as are the Seminoles today.
It is often said that the Indian was treacherous and
cruel to his enemies; the charge may be admitted if it is
allowed that we treated them worse than they treated us.
The Muscogee was an agriculturist and not a simple
hunter. We doubt if a like population of white people
would be able to feed a wandering body of five hundred
men, as the Muscogees fed the army of DeSoto. Time
and time again we find such remarks as this in October
and other harvest months: “‘Thenceforward the country
was well inhabited, producing much corn, the day leading by many habitations like villages.” “The Indians
never lacked meat. With arrows they got abundance of
deer, turkeys, conies (hares) and other animals, being
very skillful in killing game, which the Christians were
not.” “The country was delightful and fertile, having
good interval land upon the streams ; the forest was open
with abundance of walnut and mulberry trees.” “There
was abundance of lard in calabashes (great gourds)
drawn like olive oil which the inhabitants said was the
fat of bears. There was likewise much oil of walnuts
which; like the lard, was clear and of good taste, and
also a honeycomb which the Christians had never seen
before, nor Saw afterwards, nor honey, nor bees, in all
the country.” Yet honey was soon found to be a staple
article of trade.
Bartram testifies that in a residence of several months
in an Indian town, he never heard a man speak angrily
to a woman ; he never heard of a man cruelly treating a
child ; he never heard of a family contention about child-
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INDIANS CURING THEIR MEATS
From LeMoyne, 1565

ren or property. Others have testified that in a Muscogee Village theft was unknown; a trader’s property was
entirely safe if left exposed to public view, exactly as
our show windows are used for advertisement, There
was no hunger; there was no overwork. If it be true that
the Indians were never afflicted with consumption and
other diseases of kindred character, there is a disease
of the feet caused by intrusion of a germ, due to lack
of sanitation, but the germ was imported from Africa
and was never heard of in aboriginal America. Smallpox is a filth disease; America never heard of it till a
negro in the train of Narvaez brought it to Mexico. One
other instance: The water at Hot Springs in Arkansas
is a specific for certain diseases; the government of the
United States obtained possession of the springs and admitted all to them, but those who cannot pay must take the
refuse after the rich have had the benefit. All aboriginal
America had the free use of such waters, in Arkansas
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and at Saratoga and in Virginia; doubtless in North
Carolina also. Members of tribes at war with those
about these springs could pass freely with their families
and were allowed to remain as long as they desired, the
friends of the diseased hunting freely while taking the
treatment. There was no ownership of such provisions
for health, just as there was only tribal ownership of
lands ; the man who could not support a family under
such conditions must be worthless indeed. Age was
honored - the public holding that a support was amply
repaid in the advice given by the experienced.
Let it not be understood that all the tribes were living
under these conditions ; we speak only of the Muscogees,
who were the Apalachees of Florida; not even their kindred, the Choctaws and the Chickasaws, were so happy in
all respects. But if there were inferior peoples among
the aboriginees of America, there were others deserving
to rank with the Creeks - men of ability and virtue came
from each of the principal stocks. Let us not lightly estimate warriors who went down before greater numbers
and better weapons; the orators whose eloquence was not
taught by other civilizations, nor the statesmen who
could organize confederacies of independent populations
and gain the ends without force, which in Europe must
be imposed by the swords of knights and the armies of
retainers on unwilling subjects. On the original inhabitants of continental Europe the Romans forced the lessons
they derived from the Greeks, who had drawn upon the
deeper springs of Egyptian thought; after the Romans
came the Northern nations, and from the resulting mixtures the men who discovered America found the strength
to overcome the Indians, who had no such advantages
of diverse thought, manners and organizations. Remains
the charge that the native races of America were cruel.
Today who can accuse them of superiority in this particular without reckoning the advantages of Christianity
for the Europeans now slaughtering each other?
Still, they are accused of worshipping the powers of
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nature only; if their conquerors were better taught, to
what influence should credit be given? What were the
Celtic and Teutonic Races before they were baptised
into a faith drawn from Asia? What sort of religion
animated the minds of those who exterminated the populations of the New World?

FLORIDA INDIANS PLANTING THEIR CROPS
From LeMoyne, 1565

Spaniard and Puritan accused the Indians of being
enchanters; witches and warlocks, children of the
devil, and predestined to eternal punishment; read the
accusation and be convinced that the accused were better
than their defamers. Were they thriftless? What need
for flocks and herds, had the people for whom nature
provided parks and game, that must be defended against
a starving peasantry by the aristocracy of Europe? Is it
not better to sustain a community without beggars or prisoners than one in which the suffering outnumber the millionaires and the comfortable or prosperous? Is not the
child without clothes, a better proof of paternal care than
one condemned to slavery in a factory, before body or
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mind is mature? Is not the sufficient meat and bread
of the savage better than the kickshaws of civilization,
which leave the stomach craving? Is not the free forest
better than the little parks of the city, plastered with
notices to keep off the grass? Might not the mind and
body be healthier with the teaching which made theft and
falsehood unknown, than one that had collected the
vices along with the wisdom of books? Perhaps we
might do well to admit it were well if we had tried to
learn something from the Indian instead of demanding
that he learn from us or die.
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OLD PICTURES OF THE NEW FLORIDA
PONCE DE LEON AND HIS LAND
By BENJAMIN HARRISON
The discoverers of a new world are accepted as
among the boldest and shrewdest men, with very few
exceptions; it is the misfortune of Florida that her history is made to begin in popular conception, with her
discovery by an old man, who foolishly sought here a
renewed youth, that he might gain the love of a young
girl. But Ponce stood high among the soldiers and
statesmen of Spain, because of the services already given.
When he received permission to seek and govern a new
land, he was only in the maturity of mental and physical
vigor, and if he was weakminded in supposing it possible
to find here a fountain from which youth might be regained, then Columbus was more foolish in accepting a
wilder possibility on slighter evidence. If the discoverer
of Florida be considered a weak dreamer, then the discoverer of America was a wilder visionary.
Here is an extract from one of the letters of Columbus: “I have always read that the world comprising the
land and water was spherical, as is testified by the investigations of Ptolemy and others who have proved by the
eclipse of the moon and other observations made from
east to west as well as by the elevation of the pole from
north to south. But I have now seen so much irregularity
as I have already described that I have come to another
conclusion respecting the earth, namely, that it is not
round as they describe, but of the form of a pear, which
is very round except where the stalk grows, at which
part it is most prominent. * * * Ptolemy and others
which have written on the subject had no information
of this part of the world, which was then unexplored ;
they only established their arguments with respect to
their own hemisphere, which, as I have already said, is
half of a perfect sphere. * * * I have already described
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my ideas concerning this hemisphere and its form and I
have no doubt that if I could pass below the equinoctial
line, after reaching the highest point of which I have
spoken, I should find a much milder temperature and a
variation of the stars and in the water; not that I suppose that elevated point to be navigable nor (that I
could) even find water there ; indeed, I believe it is impossible to ascend thither, because I am convinced that it
is the spot of the earthly paradise whither no man could
go save by God’s permission. But this land which your
highness have sent me to explore is very extensive and I
think there are many countries in the south of which
the world has never had any knowledge * * * There are
great indications of this being the earthly paradise, for
its sight coincides with the opinions of the holy and wise
theologians I have mentioned. And, moreover, the evidences agree with the supposition, for I have never read
or heard of fresh water coming in so large a quantity
in close conjunction with the water of the sea. The idea
is also corroborated by the blandness of the climate.
And if the water of which I speak does not come from
the earthly paradise it appears to be still more marvelous,
for I do not believe that there is any river in the world
so wide or so deep.”
Now when Columbus deliberately expressed an
opinion like this to his sovereigns, was he a foolish old
man? Here are his reasons for believing that he had
reached the neighborhood of the terrestrial paradise; did
Ponce de Leon have reasons equally as good for hoping
he might find the fountain of youth in Florida? For the
existence of such spring he might quote opinions from
all the folklore of all the peoples, but he had individual
testimony that might seem convincing. The natives of the
islands had told him their fathers had told them of it;
he found those who had seen an old man that had visited
a country to the west of Hispaniola and come back young;
like a sensible man he searched for this example diligently
but could not find him, although he heard of his ex-
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istence many times. Other marvels that would seem incredible had been found in the new world - why despair?
So he organized his expedition and set out on his search.
He examined the islands as he passed, and always the
reports came from the westward; he continued his voyage
till he came to Florida.
Where did he land? Let us follow the narrative, not
to support, the claims of a particuIar spot to the honor
of this event, but to decide for ourselves as well as we
can, what Ponce did and where he went. Let us note
that he did not bury his force in a vast and unknown
land, as did Narvaez and DeSoto, but acted as a sensible
commander should; he was not so carried away by his
desire to find his fountain as they were to find gold, but
carried his men back home and then went himself to report on his expedition to his king; upon this report the
cold and practical King Ferdinand was so well satisfied
that he made the captain adelantado of Florida, which
was still considered an island, and of the great land of
Bimini beyond it. Was Ponce the fool that could deceive the statesmen of Spain and get the commission to
exterminate the Caribs at the head of an army and a
fleet after his fruitless search for his fountain?
Now let us go with him on his voyage to discover
Florida. On March 3rd, 1512, he sailed from the harbor
of St. Germain in Porto Rico, skirted the coast of Hispaniola and stretched northward to the Bahamas ; he entered the port of Guanahani and asked if anybody knew
the way to Bimini or had heard of the fountain of youth.
He repaired his ships while he waited, and, having heard
no definite tidings of his land or his fountain, he continued his voyage to the Northwest. On Sunday, March
27th, he says he saw land, and later writers declare
that all the coast was covered with flowers ; Ponce made
no such statement. Lowery gives the names of the plants
and flowers that Ponce saw, then admits that he made
up his list from that furnished by the botanist Bartram
long afterward. Now Bartram made a list of the
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flowers and trees and shrubs that he saw in the valley
of the St. Johns ; he does not say that any one of these
ever grew on the sand dunes that met the eye of Ponce.
Yet so began the obfuscation ; one writer says Ponce
saw what another writer says was elsewhere, and the
world holds Ponce responsible for the obvious falsehood !
But we know what Ponce saw, for the Atlantic shore of
Florida is still what it was then with few exceptions;
to a man familiar with the vegetation of the islands, or
even with that of Spain a view of the Atlantic shore of
Florida would be no more conspicuous for the absence of
flowers than for the splendor or the beauty of its appearance. In his report Ponce says not one word about
flowers, so far as anybody knows.
Like a careful captain, Ponce watched the shore and
sounded the water several days before he tried to land,
since he had no harbor. But on April 2 he came close and
anchored his ships and went ashore in small boats. He
took observations, and says the place of landing was 30
degrees 8 minutes north latitude. We may allow that
this was not exactly correct, but he did not enter the
mouth of the St. Johns nor the harbor of St. Augustine,
for he landed on the open shore, where he found bluffs
which we would probably call sand dunes. Somewhere
about Atlantic Beach Ponce must have landed, and except for the few houses to be found in that vicinity, we
can see now what Ponce saw ; can you wonder that he
said nothing about flowers?
But he landed on the Sunday known to the church
as Pascua Florida, or Palm Sunday, and for that reason
he says he named the land Florida, which before had been
known as Bimini. He took possession of it for his sovereign, but he saw no Indians ; all such trimmings are
mere fictions. The inhabitants of these parts were Timucuas, who met all visitors with openhanded generosity
and exuberant hospitality, until they were taught by the
cruelty of the white man to beware of him; so they received the Frenchmen on the St. Johns and when Men-
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endez landed at St. Augustine they gave him their town
and their houses. Why should they be accused of fighting Ponce by later writers?
After landing Ponce sailed along the coast, back and
forth, but he does not say that he saw any people or any
flowers, though we may easily suppose that he landed
occasionally. The Timucuas were not foolish enough to
offer him worship nor savage enough to attack him; no
doubt they watched him and wondered, but he saw them
not. Then Ponce sailed southward, doubled Cape Canaveral, which he described, and passed some time among
the keys ; he tells about the birds and turtles ; we remember
him still in his name for the Tortugas. He had trouble
with the winds and the currents, and he doubled the cape
and sailed up the west coast, but he was not fool enough
to lose himself in an unknown country like Narvaez and
DeSoto. Then and there he gave up his search for the
miraculous fountain; when next he came it was to found a
settlement and govern a land that seemed fair and good.
So he determined to go home, but he left one of his
ships, and an old woman he had found on a key with
Juan Perez de Ortubia to continue the search. To Ponce
in Porto Rico came Ortubia and told him of Bimini that
he had seen, which was large, verdant, with crystal springs
in abundance, and covered with beautiful groves,”
where, however, he did not find the fountain of youth;
Was Ponce deceived into further search? Not he ;
Ortubia talked to his heart’s content, but Ponce went
off to Spain, made his report, received the empty honors
his king gave for such services, and accepted a commission to conquer and settle the land he had discovered.
Also he sailed at the order of the king to exterminate
the pirate Caribs who had fought him and made themselves a terror and a pest in all those seas. Here is
presented the photograph of the real Ponce de Leon,
who has been transformed into all sorts of a fool by those
who made of him a hook on which to hang their own
imaginings; who in their little way desired to play the
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part of Cervantes and took the unfortunate old knight
for their Don Quixote.
One other case. Years after when men should have
known more about Florida, the Captain General, Pedro
Menendez, met with one, Fontaneda, who had been taken
from a ship wrecked in the straits of Florida and had
spent some years among the Indians. From this man
the great and wise Menendez sought information, and
he thought Fontaneda a man well worthy of credence and
respect. So Fontaneda wrote an account of his observations and experiences, which was sent to Spain as information, and there filed among the archives of the Council
of the Indies, where it may be found to this day - a state
paper considered by bishops, statesmen and soldiers
worthy of such care. Did a man like Hernando
D’Escalante Fontaneda consider it impossible that a
water might be found in Florida that would restore a
man’s youth? Here is what he says on the subject, without exciting incredulity from the men of his time, whether
in Florida or in Europe:
“Juan Ponce de Leon, believing the reports of the
Indians of Cuba and San Domingo to be true, made an
expedition into Florida to discover the River Jordan.
This he did, either because he hoped to acquire renoun,
or perhaps because he hoped to become young again by
bathing in its waters. Many years ago a number of
Cuban Indians went in search of this river, and entered
the province of Carlos (in South Florida), but Sequence,
the father of Carlos, took them prisoners and settled
them in a village where their descendants are still living
(1568). The news that these people had left their own
country to bathe in the River Jordan spread among all
the kings and chiefs of Florida, and, as they were an ignorant people, they all set out in search of this river,
which was supposed to possess the power of rejuvenating
old men and women. So eager were they in their search,
that they did not pass a river, a brook, a lake or even a
swamp, without bathing in it, even to this day they have
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not ceased to look for it, but always without success.
The natives of Cuba, braving the dangers of the sea, became the victims of their faith, and thus it happened
that they came to Carlos and built a village. They came
in such great number that, although many have died;
many are still living there, both old and young. While
I was prisoner in those parts I bathed in a great many
rivers, but I never found the right one.”
Now, isn’t it time that we do justice to an old soldier
who fought hard and lived as he could but was nobody’s
fool? He never said Florida was a land of flowers ; he
located the place of his landing according to his best
knowledge. The picture of his floral landing is drawn
from the fancy of others; when we hear of his wandering
in swamps to bathe in the mud along with the alligators,
the eye is that of Fontaneda, who said not a word of
Ponce in that connection.
Now what is the fact behind these stories of a Fountain of Youth? Since we cannot believe that age can be
rejuvenated, was there a Fountain of Health, whose
fame might have been confused by transmission through
different dialects and languages into the miraculous by
credulity and ignorance ? Modern science has learned beyond dispute that every chapter of folklore is based upon
some fact; everyone has something solid and substantial
behind it. Columbus was right in looking towards the
east for his terrestrial paradise, for now we know that
our first civilized ancestors had transformed with their
canals and irrigation works the land between the rivers
into a Paradise, from which had sprung the empires of
Assyria and Babylon and Ninevah - every drop of blood
in the veins of Columbus directed his imagination to the
America which was then hid from mortal vision.
Investigation has proved that parties accompanied
the sick to the springs of Saratoga before the first white
man had seen America, but the pioneers of New York
and New England were not interested in native traditions. In the South the predominant native race was that
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of the Muscogee, and there is ample proof that its tribes
once held a great part of the Mississippi Valley. There
is abundant evidence that parties accompanying the sick
were privileged to pass through even the hostile tribes
to the Hot Springs of Arkansas, and these came from
distant lands, being allowed to hunt and maintain themselves on the way. Since the sick passed, we must believe
that some were restored to health ; why should not the
fame of such recoveries pass down into Florida and on
to the islands? All the reports of the fountain pointed
to the North; parties such as those mentioned by Fontaneda may have wandered till they despaired and then returned to live with the Caribs, who held the fringe of
the South Florida coast.
From some of the diseases found by the Spaniards
to be prevelent among the Indians, the Hot Springs of
Arkansas are still prescribed ; accept the legend as that
of a Fountain of Health, and we have evidence that the
basis of truth has been found. Now in the old papers
on the subject the two terms are used alternately and
interchangeably - the miraculous waters for which Ponce
de Leon sought really existed, and he has the laugh on
his critics.
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The Florida Historical Society is greatly indebted to Mrs.
Martha Tyler (nee Miss Martha Jernigan), of Orlando, Florida,
for the following interesting reminiscences of the Indian uprisings
near Fort Gatlin. The letters of this remarkable woman, born in
the year 1839, are replete with interesting and humorous detail.

March 27th,
1924

I

Mrs. Martha Tyler,
Orlando, Florida.
Dear Madam :
I was very much interested in reading in this morning’s “Times Union” an account of the marking of the
site of Fort Gatlin, near Orlando, by the Daughters of
the American Revolution of that city. The account states
that you, then Martha Jernigan, were in the stockade
during the trouble with the Indians.
The reading of the article recalled to my mind an
incident told me many years ago by my father, Marcellus
A. Williams, who was for years a Government Surveyor
in Florida. During one of the Indian uprisings, he was
visiting the home of Mr. Jernigan. A day or two before
his arrival, Mr. Jernigan and others had captured an
Indian Chief named Enihaw, his wife, a baby, and Enihaw’s mother. While marching the captives to the Jernigan home, Enihaw, while passing through a dense
swamp, suddenly picked up his wife and made good his
escape. The baby and Enihaw’s mother were left in the
hands of Mr. Jernigan. During the night my father
spent in the Jernigan home, the mother of Enihaw hanged
herseIf under the table in the “smoke house" where she
was confined.
The above is my recollection of the incident as told
me by my father. If you are the daughter of the above
mentioned Mr. Jernigan and remember the incident, I
would appreciate it greatly if you would write an account
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of it for the Florida Historical Society for publication in
our quarterly magazine. Such an article from you would
be of very great interest and would be very greatly appreciated by the members of the Society and the citizens
of Florida generally. Won’t you please do this for us?
Very respectfully,
ARTHUR T. WILLIAMS,
President, Florida Historical Society.
Orlando, Florida,
April 7th, 1924.

MR. ARTHUR T. WILLIAMS,
Jacksonville, Florida.
Dear Mr. Williams :
Your letter received a few days ago, and in reply will
say:
The Indians were fussing and killing people around
Tampa and Pease Creek, so father thought it best to
build a fort. When it was finished everybody went into
it - altogether about 80 people besides the negroes. We
all stayed there about a year. The regular soldiers were
forted about a mile west of us, altogether about three
hundred of them. They left before we went home from
the fort.
Living was difficult in those days and not very safe.
Father planted corn on the Tohopakaliga Island and
when he gathered it he had to bring it five miles across
the water in a boat. This boat was made out of a
cypress tree, 4 feet wide and 30 feet long. After it was
brought across the water he had to haul the corn 15
miles in a wagon. One day uncle Wright Patrick had a
load of corn and a large pumpkin on it. He met an
Indian who asked him if he could have the pumpkin.
He told him “yes.” He said afterwards he would have
given him the pony and cart if he had asked for it. A
year or so before that, Uncle Isaac Jernigan was at
Tohopakaliga Lake late one evening between sunset and
dark, when the Indians began shooting at him. They
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shot four times. He said to himself, “It won’t do for
me to be made a target out of,” so he took after them
a n d s a i d , “D-, I will have one of you.” They ran
and he after them. After a bit he ran into a hammock
nearby, where he could hear them yelling across the
creek. It sounded like about five hundred of them about
a mile away. When he went to look for his pony she
was gone. (He hasn’t found her yet). He took a beeline for home through the woods, because he was afraid
to go by the road for fear the Indians would waylay
him. He didn’t get home till about daylight the next
morning. He had lost his shoes off his feet, and they
were scratched and cut up with briars. He could hardly
walk for a week. Father went out and hunted the
Indians, but couId not find them.
A year or two afterwards he captured Enihaw, his
wife, mother, and baby, and left them with Tat Kendrick.
They were looking for others when Enihaw picked his
wife up and made his escape, leaving his mother and the
baby. We kept them two or three weeks, when she
hung herself, as stated in your letter.
On one occasion when father was hunting his cattle
he met an Indian and asked him if he had seen any cows.
He told him “yes, about 8 miles east of here.” He went
as directed and found one of his choicest heifers cut in
pieces and thrown in an alligator hole.
Your father was a good friend of ours. We were
always glad to have him with us. I remember him quite
well. He had a watch - gold, like himself - and we
children would all gather around him like blackbirds to
look at it and hear him talk.
I have not been able to write since I fell and broke
my right arm about two years ago, but I can furnish you
with any information you ask for, and will be glad to
do so.
I am Aaron Jernigan’s daughter.
Your friend,
MARTHA TYLER.
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Orlando, Florida,
May lst, 1924.
MR. ARTHUR T. WILLIAMS,
Jacksonville, Florida.
Dear Friend :
I have thought of a few more things which might be
interesting to you.
Father let your father have his boat to go across
Tohopakaliga Lake, as it was six or eight miles nearer
to cross the lake that way. Your father left one man
to carry the mules, and when he got in sight of the rest
of the crew they commenced waving at him, and he,
thinking they were Indians, turned and went back to
father, which was about 25 or 30 miles, and reported
seeing Indians. One of the men (Sherman), took the
boat and went back - had to walk 15 miles, but got there
a few hours after Ohery did. The name of the boat
was “Black Hawk.” It was 30 feet long and 4 feet wide
with two sets of oarlocks to it.
Your sincere friend,
MARTHA TYLER.

MR. ARTHUR T. WILLIAMS,
Jacksonville, Florida.
Dear Friend:

Orlando, Florida,
May llth, 1924.

Your letter of the 9th received. You are welcome
to publish my letters.
My father’s name was Aaron Jernigan and my
mother’s maiden name was Mary Hogans. My father
first came to this country in 1843, and brought his cattle,
five or six hundred head of them, and left them here.
Then in about a year he moved mother and us children
here in January, 1844. I was five years old the 14th day
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of February, 1844. It took us four days and nights to
come from Jacksonville to Melonville on the boat. They
were expecting the boiler to burst all the way down here.
This was a fine country in those days. Father could
kill four or five deer almost any time he wished to within
a mile or so of the house, and I have seen turkeys so fat
that they would burst when they fell to the ground after
being shot. I knew father to kill a bear that rendered
out 8 gallons of oil. We could kill all the squirrels that
we wanted ; also tigers. I remember they killed one tiger
that measured nine feet long from the end of his nose
to the end of his tail. The beef was fat and nice, the
tallow was soft like lard and about 7 or 8 gallons to the
beef. Fish was also very plentiful.
Father’s father was named Aaron and his mother was
named Martha. Her maiden name was Deas. My
mother’s father was James Hogan and her mother,
Frances. That’s as far back as I can remember. I have
great grand-children married who have children.
If there is any more information I can give you, I will
be pleased to do so.
Your sincere friend,
MARTHA TYLER.
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FLORIDA NEWSPAPERS AND THEIR VALUE
TO HISTORIANS
By JAMES O. KNAUSS

Professor European History and Political Science,
Florida State College for Wowen

To write history one must have source material. This
is a ridiculous truism, but is sometimes overlooked by
would-be writers of history. A man cannot write history
by reconstructing the past from his own imagination.
Such a process produces fiction, not history. Probably the
feature most unattractive to the majority of writers is
the gathering of the source material from which history
is to be written. This collecting of material often does
not fire the imagination, and is considered, I am afraid,
by many sheer drudgery. The work of the bibliographer
does not appeal to those who desire instant popular acclaim and fame, for bibliography, no matter how essential to the writing of history, never attracts popular attention.
Newspapers are among the most important of source
materials. While their reliability may at times be subject to grave doubts, they nevertheless give a real picture
of the times when they were published. A file of newspapers which contains issues published during the course of
five or ten years should show the development of the
community in which the paper was published. If we
could locate and read a complete or almost complete file
of Florida newspapers published between 1821, when the
United States took possession of the territory, and 1876,
the end of the reconstruction era, we would have undoubtedly an accurate impression of the development of
Florida during that time.
Feeling that it is necessary to have a list of the copies
of early Florida newspapers now in existence, the writer
has spent much of his spare time during the last three
years in ferreting out the location of papers published
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prior to July, 1845, and in reading the issues located in
the hope of finding references to papers, copies of which
have not been preserved. The results of the investigation
are interesting. It is estimated that 6800 numbers were
issued before July, 1845. Copies of about 3500 numbers
have been located. These are found in nine or ten libraries all the way from Massachusetts to Florida. Of
the forty-four papers published in this period no copies
of sixteen have been found. It must be added, however,
that fortunately only two of these sixteen were of great
importance historically. The Advertiser, of Apalachicola, which was published between 1833 and 1835, undoubtedly would give us information about the commercial beginnings of the town that was Florida’s commercial metropolis about 1840. The Tropical Plant, published in Jacksonville between 1842 and 1844, would
show us the early struggles of the present day metropolis of Florida. Special mention should be made of one
other paper, some extremely important numbers of which
have apparently not been preserved. This paper, the St.
Joseph Times, gave detailed accounts of the first Florida
constitutional convention, which was held in St. Joseph
in December, 1838, and January, 1839. Unfortunately,
more than half of the issues giving an account of the
convention cannot be located.
While the newspapers of the territorial period of
Florida history are important to the historian, those of the
period between 1845 and 1876 are much more so. Here
we see the growth of the secession movement, the gigantic struggle between the North and the South, and the
nightmare known as reconstruction. Somebody should
list the Florida papers of this period.
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DREADFUL CONFLAGRATION IN
TALLAHASSEE
(From the “Star of Florida” - Extra* - Tallahassee, M. F.
May 27, 1843)

On Thursday last there occurred in this city one of
the most sweeping fires that perhaps ever overwhelmed
any city with perfect and entire ruin. The fire commenced at the house known as the Washington Hall, on
the eastern side of the Capitol, and in the southeastern
quarter of the city. - The wind was fresh at the time and
the flames spread northwardly with fearful rapidity. A
vacant lot and the fire-proof dwelling of Mr. Cutter prevented it extending southwardly. To its progress on the
north the narrow street called La Fayette street presented
no barrier. It soon caught the low buildings occupied as
a carriage makers’shop, the dwelling of Mr. Watson,
Judge Gibson, and approached the red store of Captain
Bond. - The efforts made to arrest its progress were
impotent and futile. The terrible element had arisen in
its power, and the feeble strength of man was nothing before it. It crossed Pensacola street, swept the entire
block occupied by the Messrs. Hackley and E. W. Dorsey,
Auctioneers, by the Floridian Office, and others. Every
exertion which the means within reach and the time allowed were used to prevent the flames being communicated to the west side of Monroe street, but in vain,
many roofs were fired at once, and the fire fully established
itself in the block between Monroe street on the east,
Adams street on the west, and the entire business portion
of the city before it on the north. And such was the
fearful rapidity with which the flames were driven forward, that but few goods could be saved from the numerous stores which lined both sides of Monroe street,
and the cross streets, Jefferson and Clinton streets. Owing to the great protection which the trees on both sides
*(From the library of P. K. and J. C. Yonge, Pensacola).
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of Adams street furnished, the citizens were enabled by
great exertion to prevent the fires from crossing this
street westwardly. The two story brick dwelling of R.
Hayward Esq., the three story brick building of C. E.
Bartlett, and the Union Bank, and the Bank of Florida,
were all in great danger, and saved only by extraordinary
efforts. To the northward the flames rushed on without
impediment, till they found nothing to prey on in the
vacancy of the Court House Square. On the eastern
side of Monroe street every thing was swept till it
reached the dwelling of Dr. Randolph, where its further
progress was arrested. The Court House was several
times on fire, but those on the alert were fortunate enough
to extinguish the flames before they gathered strength.
The fire broke out about five o’clock, P. M., and was arrested before eight, so that all this destruction occurred
in the short space of three hours.
Below is a list of the houses burned so far as is
recollected. A committee has been appointed to ascertain
the amount of individual losses, and the aggregate loss,
but as yet we can form but a vague opinion. It must be
heavy, and in these times of general hardship and pressure will fall with peculiar severity on several individuals.
Some have lost their all. They rose up that morning in
the confidence of wealth - rich in this world’s goods.Before the sun went down all their earthly possessions
had passed away - without the means being left to purchase food for a single day. In this condition are several
helpless widows and their orphan children. Those who
have been spared in this trying calamity, should remember
their brothers who have fallen under heaven’s chastisement.
Up Monroe street - east side. - Washington Hall.
kept by Capt. Harris, owned by Call and Walker; Blacksmith shop, owned by Edson’s estate; Mr. Watson’s
dwelling, owned by Mr. Watson; Capt. Bond’s store,
owned by Capt. Bond ; Levie’s store, owned by Judge
Allen’s estate; Register’s Office, owned by Judge Allen’s
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estate ; Welford’s store, owned by Welford’s estate ;
Dorsey’s Auction room, owned by Mrs. Patrick;
Floridian’s office, owned by Mrs. Patrick; Dr. Call’s
office, owned by Richd. Hayward ; Dr. Taylor’s dwelling,
owned by Dr. Taylor; Martin and Taylor’s store, owned
by Martin ; H. & M. Starr’s store, owned by Gassaway’s
estate; Call’s office, owned by Gov. Call ; Craig’s store,
owned by Mr. Hall’s estate ; J. W. Lavinus, owned by
Mr. Hall’s estate; 2 or 3 small houses, owned by Mr.
Hall’s estate.
Monroe street - west side - Brown’s office, owned by
Judge Woodward ; M’Kinney & Latham’s grocery store,
owned by Mrs. Bull; Dr. Hayward’s drug store, owned
by Wm. Wilson; Wm. Wilson’s book store, owned by
William Wilson; F. Towle’s watch store, owned by F.
Towle; Levi Carlton, tailor, owned by Birge; P. A. Hayward, book store, owned by Welford’s estate, Floridian
Reading Room, owned by Welford’s estate; Betton &
M’Ginnis’ store, owned by T. R. Betton; D. H. Ames,
drug store, owned by McMullins’Estate ; J. B. Gamble,
dry goods store, owned by J. B. Gamble; Lloyd and
Rodgers, owned by J. B. Bull ; G. K. & D. S. Walker’s office, owned by J. B. Bull ; T. Barnard, drug store, owned
by E. Barnard; Kerr and Kirksey’s store, owned by Kerr
and Kirksey; A. A. Nimm’s grocery, owned by W. H.
Francis’ Assignees ; Bull and Wade, tailors, owned by
W. H. Francis’ Assignees ; D. C. Wilson grocery, owned
by D. C. Wilson; J. E. Broome, dry goods, owned by
Blake’s Estate ; A. M. Hobby, owned by Shine and Bull ;
Sentinel Office, owned by Shine and Bull ; Ward and
White’s law office, owned by Shine and Bull; Ward and
Mays’ saddlery, owned by Shine and Bull ; Rail Road
office, owned by F. Towle ; Post Office, owned by W.
Manor; Dr. Nashe’s dwelling, owned by W. Manor ; R.
K. West’s dwelling, owned by Ed. West;
On M’Carty’s street -- south side. -- Berthelotte &
Archer’s law office and stable, owned by Berry’s Assignees.
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On Adam’s street. - Bickstine’s House, owned by C.
Bickstine; Ed. West’s grocery, owned by Berthelotte
and West; L. Demilly’s dwelling, owned by Hilliard ; Dr.
Waddle’s dwelling, owned by Dr. Waddle; Dr. Waddle’s
office, owned by Dr. Waddle; Confectionary, owned by
Blake’s Estate; R. H. Berry’s old store, vacant, owned
by Green Chaires; J. D. Westcott’s dwelling, owned by
Green Chaires; J. D. Westcott’s law office, owned by
Green Chaires; Mrs. Thompson’s dwelling, owned by L.
A. Thompson.
Jefferson street -- J. Merrick’s grocery, owned by
McMullen’s Est. ; Jno. Daffin's confectionary, owned by
West’s assignees; T. & R. Hayward’s d. g. store, owned
by R. Hayward; R. H. Berry’s auction room, owned by
E. Lockerman; Kindon’s Bakery; owned by H. Nickoll’s
Est.; building unoccupied, owned by Berthelotte and
West; Hock’s grocery, owned by Berthelotte & West ;
Moore’s shoe maker, owned by Berthelotte & West; Kindon’s confectionary, owned by E. Kindon ; Sebastin’s
grocery, owned by R. Hayward ; Sherwood’s confectionary; owned by Thompson ; Log Cabin shoe makers shop,
owned by Hackley's assin's; McFauI’s grocery, owned by
H a c k l e y ’s a s s i n ’s .
On Washington Square. - Dr. Taylor’s dwelling,
owned by Dr. Taylor; E. W. Dorsey’s office, owned by
Mrs. Patrick; B. G. Thornton’s office, owned by Mrs.
Patrick; Edward‘s dwelling, owned by Welford’s Est.;
Old Mill, owned by Welford’s Est. ; H. T. Copeland’s
dwelling, owned by H. T. Copeland.
Clinton street. - Cabinet Maker’s Shop, owned by
BIake’s Est. ; Berry’s Row, five stores, Bestwick, owned
by Green Chaires ; Campbell’s and Duval’s law office,
owned by G. Chaires; J. & L. Branch’s law office, owned
by Searcy’s Est.; Life & Trust Bank, owned by Shine &
Bull ; Thompson and Hagner’s law office, owned by
Shine and Bull; F. Flagg, watch shop, owned by Shine
& Bull.
St. Augustine street. - R. T. Birchett’s dwelling,
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.

owned by Welford Est.; Capt. Bond’s warehouse, owned
by Capt. Bond.
Pensacola street. - Mrs. Albertson’s dwelling; owned
by Albertson Est.
Since writing the above, from investigations held before the committee, we learn that the loss sustained by
our citizens cannot be less than half a million of dollars.
It is probable they have much exceeded that amount.
The whole business portion of our city has been swept
away. - Not a store of any kind was left. It is not certainly known whether the fire was the work of an incendiary or was the result of an accident.
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